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Editor's Note
In this issue of Fontbonne College Magazine you will discover a couple
of Fontbonne's special people, an alumna and a professor. These two
are examples of what makes Fontbonne the excepti~mal place that it is.
One alumna has tackled many obstacles to create a safe and more
productive learning environment in one of New York's toughest high
schools. Her amazing story is testimony to the education and values
that Fontbonne provides.
A Fontbonne professor, a woman with a busy family of six
adopted children, always seems to find time for that charity event and
a Fontbonne extracurricular function in addition to her family,
organizing the master's of computer education program, her students
and classes. Her energy and spirit of giving is a true portrait of the
tradition of Fontbonne.
I am very pleased to have the opportunity to bring you my first edition
of the Fontbonne College Magazine and I look forward to many more. I
hope you enjoy the Magazine.--sk

Founded in 1923 by the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet, Fontbonne College offers undergraduate and graduate programs
with strong liberal arts contributions to career learning. Fontbonne is a four-year, coeducational institution
with more than 90 percent of its graduates finding employment within six months of graduation.
Fontbonne College Magazine is published by Fontbonne College, Department of Institutional Advancement, Public Relations Office,
6800 Wydown Boulevard, St. Louis, MO 63105, (314) 889-1402. Third class postage paid, Clayton, Missouri.
The Magazine is sent to alumni and friends of Fontbonne College. Copyright 1991.
Fontbonne College President, Dr. Meneve Dunham
Vice President for Institutional Advancement, Alan E. Adams
Director of College Relations, Stephanie Stueber, CSJ
Director of Alumni Relations, Betty J. Davidson, Ph.D.
Director of Public Relations and Publications, Susan R. King
Fontbonne College Magazine Staff: Editor/Susan R. King
Writers/Lisa M.Tebbe, Public Relations Specialist and Susan R. King
Photographers/Lisa M. Tebbe and Susan R. King
Design and Layout/Susan R. King
Fontbonne College does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, age , sex, national or ethnic origin, or handicap in the
administration of its educational policies, admissions policies , scholarship and loan programs ,
and athletic and other school administered programs .
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OPTIONS Progam Begins For Adults in Fall
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ontbonne College, together
with the Institute for Professional
Development OPD), is offering
OPTIONS, a new program designed
to cater to today's busy
individual who plans to earn his/her
degree in business administration.
With accelerated courses that meet
one night a week, a bachelor's
degree or a master's degree can be
obtained in just 22 months.
Officed in Washington Hall,
OPTIONS is intended for
students who have already accumulated college credit. Undergraduates must be a minimum of 25 years
old and have two years of significant work experience. Master's
degree students must be 25 years or
older and possess a 2.5 grade point
average, three years significant work
experience and a bachelor's degree
from an accredited school.
Courses, or workshops as they are
called, offer more practical than
theoretical learning. All instructors
are business professionals.
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An open house was held in July for Fontbonne administration, faculty and staff to
meet new OPTIONS employees and tour their newly renovated facilities in
Washington Hall.
the country to offer adult education
programs in cooperation with IPD.
There are currently nine other
schools nationwide .
This new program complements
Fontbonne's existing master's of

business and administration (MBA)
program that meets 52 Saturdays.
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Students today have many
OPTIONS. For more information
on the program, contact
OPTIONS at 863-2220.

OPTIONS began an aggressive
advertising campaign this summer
on the radio and in local
newspapers such as the PostDispatch.
After making initial contact with
prospective students, they are
invited to an information session.
The first Student Information
Session was held July 24 with more
than 30 prospective students in
attendance.
Fontbonne is the latest school in
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OPENERS
Avis Ericson Appointed Dean of OPTIONS Program
D r . Avis Ericson has been named dean of
Fontbonne College's new OPTIONS program, an adult
educational program offering business administration
degrees at both the bachelor and master levels. She
assumed her duties effective June 1, 1991.
Ericson holds her academic degrees from Ferris State
University, (B.S. Pharmacy, 1971) and the University
of Kentucky (Pharm.D., 1973). Most recently she
participated in the 1990 Summer Institute for Women
in Higher Education Administration held at Bryn Mawr
College near Philadelphia.
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For 18 years, Ericson has served on college faculties and
has nearly a decade of experience as a department chair
and division director. Activities have included
teaching and administration, as well as involvement
with professional organizations and collaboration with
industry. In addition, from 1980 to 1982, she was one
of only four national candidates chosen to serve on a
special task force in the New Drug Evaluation Unit of
the Federal Food and Drug Administration in
Washington D.C.

Collaboration with industry has also produced some
significant results via programs and projects such as the
"Astra Research Award," Pfizer's student
publication "Tomorrow's Pharmacist," "The Pfizer
Guide - Pharmacy Career Opportunities," the Lederle
CE series "Common Gynecological Problems" and
Serono Laboratories' Symposia project.
Ericson has contributed to the field of literature with
articles, book chapters and a handbook for the medical
profession. She has given hundreds of lectures and
presentations to lay and professional groups throughout
the country. Her numerous awards have included the
1981 Distinguished Alumnus Award from Ferris State
University, special citations from pharmaceutical
industry (Astra, Lederle and Merck, Sharp and Dohme)
and a biographical listing in The World's Who's Who of
Women.
Ericson is married to Alan Adams, vice president for
institutional advancement at the College.

lays.

.arion

Administratively, she has had responsibility for doctoral
programs at two colleges. While in Boston at
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy, she headed the
post- B.S. Pharm.D. program. At St. Louis College of
Pharmacy, she designed and implemented a six-year
optional Pharm.D. program, producing the first
graduating class in 1990. She has also directed
segments of an evening master's program at both
institutions, and served on master's candidates' graduate
committees and doctoral research project committees.
Ericson is active with many professional organizations
ranging from student/alumni based groups such as
Lambda Kappa Sigma to local, state and national
professional and educational associations. In addition,
she has worked with a number of lay and consumer
groups related to her area of clinical pharmacy
specialization.

Ericson
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Heritage Club Recognizes Donors
the second Heritage Club
luncheon held April 18, 1991, Dr.
Meneve Dunham, president of
Fontbonne College, recognized 43
recipients of endowed scholarships
for 1991-92 and the representatives
or donors of the 20 named endowed
scholarships.
>.::

Among the scholarship recipients
there are 37 high schools
represented.
The luncheon, held in the Arnold
Memorial Center, Medaille Hall, is
an annual event to recognize
endowed scholarship recipients, to
thank Heritage Club members for

President Meneve Dunham talks
with Emmett Doerr after lunch .
their endowment support and to
have Fontbonne scholars and
donors of respective scholarships
meet each other.
Members of the Heritage Club are
those persons, foundations and
corporations that have contributed
to Fontbonne's endowment through
the establishment of scholarships or
other various planned giving
options.

Mrs. Carl A. Brenneman, sister of the late Marie Wahlert who endowed the
Mary Rita Wahlert Flynn Scholarship , visits with scholarship recipients Matt
Beckerdite and Angela Yust .
Fontbonne 6
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ontbonne's Heritage Club
charter members are:

At

Three new Heritage Club members
received certificates -- Leontone
Meyer, William V. and Barbara
(Gutting) Hollenbeck and Melvin
Patton.

T
Mr. and Mrs. David Amelotti;
Marilyn Steuterman Berry; the
Sister John Joseph Bezdek Scholarship; Delores Kinsella Box; Sarah
Morris Brickel; Elise Byrne; Mr and
Mrs. Igino Caira; the Clarkson
Group; Cornelia Rindlaub
Crabtree; Medeline Dawkens;
Meneve Dunham; Alice Beffa
Erdelen; Rosemary Fitzburgh
Erman; Mary Ferguson; the Edward
C. Garvey Foundation; the General
Dynamics Foundation; Maurine
Reiser Gerwig; Mr. and Mrs.
Edward P. Gund; Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Guyol, Jr.; Helen Guyol; Mr.
and Mrs. William Guyol; Iris
Westoff Hanson; Mr. and Mrs.
William V. Hollenbeck; Dorothea
Wells James; Virginia Kelahan; Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Levy; Vincent S.
Lipe; Mr. and Mrs. Lee McKinney;
Dr. and Mrs. John McNamara;
Leontone Meyer; Mr. and Mrs.
James Moore; Dorothy Moyle;
Dianne B. Murray; Kathleen Bunn
Noce; Martha Holloran O'Grady;
Mel Patton; Mr. and Mrs. Harry H.
Pope; the Pulitzer Publishing
Company Foundation; Mr. and Mrs.
Russell F. Schwetye; the Sisters of
St. Joseph of Carondelet, St. Louis
Province; Mr. and Mrs. John
Sheehan; Mary O'Keefe Simpson;
Kathleen Sloan; the Southwestern
Bell Foundation; Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Spiller; Shirley Jahoda
Stanley; Mr. and Mrs. Frederic M.
Steinbach; Mr. and Mrs. Francis A.
Stroble; the Norman J. Stupp
Foundation; Mrs. Marie Wahlert;
Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Vatterott; the
Vatterott Foundation; and Winifred
Waring.
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OPENERS
Third Annual "Red" Schoendienst/Fontbonne College Golf
Tournament is Growing Success
.e
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Nearly 150 friends of Fontbonne turned out for the Third Annual
"Red" Schoendienst/Fontbonne College Golf Tournament at Whitmoor
Country Club on July 8. Red, honorary chairman of the tournament and
Cardinals baseball hall of farner, along with several of his friends -- broadcaster and former Cardinal Mike Shannon, former Cardinal manager
Whitey Herzog, and broadcaster Jay Randolph -- enjoyed 18 holes of golf.
Sonny Lucas of Coca-Cola and Jack Powers of Powers and Associates cochaired the event which raised nearly $37,000 for Fontbonne. Mary Ellen
O'Reilly Schoendienst and Mary Colleen Schoendienst Schwetye, Red's
wife and daughter, respectively, are alumnae of Fontbonne.
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Two Board Members Recognized
Wlliam F. Wachter, president
of Wachter Construction Inc. and a
member of Fontbonne's Board of
Trustees, has received the first
annual James O'Flynn Award from
St. Patrick Center for his
volunteer work.

j

Fe
Susan King has been promoted
to director of public relations and
publications. For two years she
was media coordinator and writer at
Fontbonne. She replaces Jessica
Johnson, who accepted a position at
Villanova University Law School in
Pennsylvania.

Wachter served as chairman for St.
Patrick Center's Irish Open Golf
Tournament.

Human
Daniel Human, partner at
Ziercher & Hocker, attorney at law
and member of Fontbonne's Board
of Trustees, made the list of "Best
Lawyers in America." He is an
expert in health care law.

Wachter

E

King Appointed
PR Director

Wachter and Human have served
on Fontbonne's Board since 1990
and 1984, respectively.

Prior to coming to Fontbonne, she
worked in the public relations office
at St. Luke's Hospital. King
graduated from the University of
Missouri-St. Louis in 1983 with a
degree in English. She alsd earned
a writing certificate.
King will be responsible for writing
and editing publications and
brochures, media relations and
publicity, advertising, design and
production, as well as photography.

Monsanto Fund Awards $300,000 Pre .. College Grant

F

ontbonne College has been
awarded a $300,000 Pre-College
Grant from Monsanto Fund for the
Fontbonne College Science
Academy. The Academy is
designed to create a positive
attitude toward science among
parochial junior and senior high
school students, and to develop
skills for college level science
programs.
The gift from Monsanto Fund will
be received over four academic
years beginning in the 1991-92
school year. Through this program,
students will acquire h ands-on

science experiences such as
participating in research projects
and conducting on-site experiments
at the Reis Biological Station in the
Ozarks. The program will be held
in the summer and during the
school year.
Dr. John L. Mason, president,
Monsanto Fund, sees the hands-on
experience of Fontbonne's program
as a real plus. "The best way to
absorb scientific concepts is to
actively participate," says Mason.
"While many parochial schools are
already doing a fine job of preparing
students for college, programs like

the Fontbonne College Science
Academy help students actively
participate and, therefore, do an
even better job of preparing them
for college and real-life
.
"
expenences.
J eanene Yackey, CSJ, DA, a
professor at Fontbonne since 1978,
will direct the new program.
Monsanto Fund has generously
supported Fontbonne in the past
with grants to build a new campus
greenhouse and to provide new labs,
equipment and classrooms for the
Department of Natural Sciences.
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KMOX "Ask the
Lawyer" Addresses
Third Estate
Planning Series

Bishop Paul Zipfel currently sits
on the Catholic School Board of
the Archdiocese of St. Louis, the
Kenrick-Glennon Board of Trustees
and the Missouri Catholic
Conference Board of Directors.

Edward Griesedieck, a partner in
the St. Louis law firm Caruthers,
Herzog, Crebs and McGhee and
radio personality on the KMOX
call-in show, "Ask the Lawyer,"
spoke to a crowd of more than 100
at the third Estate Planning Series,
May 1. Griesedieck spoke on the
"A,B,Cs" of Wills and Trusts.

Board of Trustees Elects Two Members
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the last meeting of the
Fontbonne College Board of
Trustees for the academic year
1990-91, two new trustees, Bishop
Paul Zipfel and Winifred
Adelsberger, CSJ, were elected.

He obtained his bachelor's degree
from Cardinal Glennon College, his
licentiate of Sacred Theology from
Catholic University and his
master's degree from St. Louis
University.
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Zipfel

Winifred Adelsberger, CSJ,
serves on the Generalate Staff of
the Sisters of St. Joseph of Carondelet. Prior to that, she worked as
counselor/data processor for the
Archdiocesan offices. For twelve
years, she was an administrator at
St. Thomas Aquinas High School
and spent five years as assistant
administrator and teacher at St.
Joseph's Academy. She taught for
more than 20 years at various
elementary and high schools in the
Midwest.
Born in St. Louis, Adelsberger
received her bachelor's degree in
Latin from Fontbonne and her
master's degree in Latin from St.
Louis University.

Griesedieck addresses a large group at
Fontbonne.
Another Estate Planning Seminar,
entitled "Wills and Bequests," is
scheduled for Wednesday, Oct. 23,
from 5 to 6:30 p.m. The topic,
presented by John Valentine, a
partner in the law firm of Lewis,
Rice and Fingersh, will be a continuation of Griesedieck's program .
Fontbonne 9
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Sommer Honored with Sears .. Roebuck Foundation Award
for Teaching Excellence and Campus Leadership
"Dr. Sommer epitomizes the 'little
college with the big heart' theme. He is
a very dynamic instructor, always
keeping the interest of the students and
presenting a challenging learning
environment. "

writing. "As a writer, every piece of
gratification is delayed in some way.
The process takes a while. But the
response from teaching is
immediate and intense."

student

A 1971 graduate of Brandeis
University in Massachusetts,
Sommer holds a master's degree
from Stanford and a Ph.D. from St.
Louis University. While at Stanford, he held the Mirrielees Fellowship in Poetry. His work has been
featured throughout the United
States, Ireland and Canada in such
publications as The New Republic,

I

t was an outstanding year for
Jason Sommer, Ph.D., Fontbonne
College's poet-in-residence and
associate professor of the English
department. He was recently
honored with the Sears-Roebuck
Foundation "Teaching Excellence
and Campus Leadership Award."
In addition, his first book, "Lifting
the Stone" was published. To top it
off, he was also made chairperson of
the English Department at
Fontbonne beginning the 1991-92
academic year.
The Sears Award, in its second
year, recognizes top educators at
nearly 700 of the nation's leading
independent liberal arts colleges
and universities. Sommer received
$1,000 and Fontbonne was awarded
a grant to be used for furthering
campus leadership, faculty enrichment and improved teaching. He
received his award at the Honors
Convocation in April.
"At its best, teaching at Fontbonne
gives you what you get from small
college teaching," says Sommer.
"You can work closely with the
students and see the results of your
teaching, the impact, the change."

The Chicago Review, Ploughshares
and Occident. He is also a literary
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reviewer, and wears both hats as
director and writer for the stage.

st:

A Fontbonne faculty member since
1985, Sommer teaches a variety of
courses in American and Irish
literature and writing. His book,
published through Forest Books, is
available for purchase in area
bookstores or through the author.
It was released in April.
The title poem of Sommer's book
deals with his father's Holocaust
experience. "It becomes a stone
that I have to lift to get at the truth
and deal with the rather heavy
legacy," he says.
In some ways, Sommer finds
teaching more gratifying than

Sommer has spent several years in
Ireland teaching, studying and
writing. In 1989, he read from his
own repertoire in an "International
Poetry Reading and Forum" at the
Gerard Manley Hopkins Summer
School. His English translations of
contemporary Irish language poems
have been widely published.

"His enthusiasm and energy are very
evident . 1've personally observed his
close rapport with students in and
outside class . He's an enthusiastic
teacher with a great sense of humor.
He takes a genuine interest in the
individual student and will take the
time to work with him or her. "
faculty member
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An excerpt from
Sommer's title poem,

Lifting the Stone
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Not when I call them do the
pictures come:
I intend to sleep, and a landscape
I never knew
I noted reels by as if seen from a
car-tufted grass backed by a stand of
trees,
or a cityscape of grey apartment
houses
remembered for no reason that I
know of,
not backdrop of events, just
incidental
music played between the arts, a
scene
to watch as scenes change, till a
blurry image
of a wooden shack in New York
state somewhere,
equally random seeming at first,
clarifies
as one of the oddly assorted places
my father pointed out for its
resemblance
to the hut that he was born in.
I'm nowhere then,
abstracting his story out of its
settings,
wanting to think of it as a large
stone,
a boulder under which are things I
need.
The straw-roofed Czech village,
and the camps
with the strung wire through
which the dark eyes plead
like droning whole notes on a
musical staff,
a diagram of sorrow, are a stone,
which I, a Theseus, putting off
majority,
can't lift.

Lung's Paintings and Ceramics Shown at
Several Area Exhibitions

P

eng-Chu Lung, a 1991 master's
of arts graduate, displayed his
ceramics and paintings in April at
the Chinese Culture Center in
University City.
Lung is a teacher at the National
Taiwan Academy of Arts. The
president of the Academy was in
the audience at Fontbonne as Lung
received his diploma in May.
Highlights of Lung's career include
teaching at the National Institute
of Technology and serving as a
ceramics instructor at the "Bahrain
Science Center" in 1990.
Lung also exhibited his art in May
at a show featuring works of Asian
students at Union Station.
"I cannot wait to return to my
students and show them what I
have learned at Fontbonne," says
Lung.

Lung creates his work of art.
After traveling around America's
West following graduation, Lung
returned to Tiawan where he
exchanged places with his wife as
she comes to Fontbonne to earn her
master's degree in art. The couple
has two children.

Lung shows off his artwork at the Chinese Culture Center during his exhibit.
Fombonne 11
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Sports

Wrap~up

After its third year in existence,
Fontbonne's men's basketball te~m
had its first winning season with a
record of 14 and 12. On January 7,
the team was officially voted as a
member of the NCAA Division III
in which they finished second in
the St. Louis Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference (SLIAC).
The season's leading scorer and the
only all-conference player was
senior Todd Daube, who averaged
11.7 points per game and was voted
the team's most valuable player.
Senior Tim Grimes was named
most improved player and senior
Brad Gilmore was recognized as
most dedicated player.

Biedenstein and senior Mike
Chlipala took second, third and
fourth places, respectively.

T he women's golf team, in its first
year, was undefeated with
sophomore Theresa Chlipala, senior
Christine Stuckenschneider and
junior Michelle Taormina named
top players.
Bob Hebrank has been appointed
head coach of the women's volleyball team. Hebrank graduated from
the University of Missouri-St. Louis
with a bachelor of science in education. He has coached at both the
high school and college levels.

For three years, he was assistant
volleyball and softball coach at
Florissant Valley Community
College, and last year was the assistant volleyball coach at Incarnate
Word Academy High School.
Since 1986, Hebrank has been
involved with summer camps all
over the country.
In addition to his coaching skills,
Hebrank has proven to be a very
experienced player. He has played
for Budweiser, a class "A" team and
Team Kangaroo, a class "A-AA"
team.
Last year, the volleyball team took
the NCAA-III, SLIAC title.

T he men's golf team, also three
years old, had a victorious season.
They placed second out of 14 teams
in the University of Missouri -- St.
Louis tournament, losing only to
Southern Illinois University -Edwardsville. In addition, they won
Washington University's "Best Ball
Tournament," as well as every dual
and triangular event in which they
competed.
In the SLIAC tournament's
inaugural year, they captured first
place, a triumph for which Coach
Lee McKinney was named "Coach
of the Year." Four of the five
players named all-conference
winners were Fontbonne team
members. Freshman Keith Quigley
was a medalist, while freshman Dan
Barry, sophomore Dennis

Theatre Season closes with Steel Magnolias. With an attendance of more
than 80~, Stee.l Magnolias was a great success at the Fontbonne box office. The
productwn wh~ch ran in April, required 18-20 hours of rehearsal per week by
cast members In a three-week period. Student cast members included junior
Sarah] ehle, freshman] enny Reynolds, senior Anne Sheahan and senior Rochelle
White.
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Commencement 1991"

A Global Vision
by Lisa Tebbe

nore
The
by

A

sky that threatened rain set the stage for this
year's commencement ceremony on May 11. But the
thought of a downpour did not dampen the spirits of
more than 300 graduates, their families and friends,
faculty and administration.
Addressing the graduates was Earle H. Harbison Jr.,
president and chief operating officer of Monsanto. A
native of St. Louis, Harbison received his bachelor's
degree in political science from Washington University
and law degree from George Washington University.
He also attended the Program for Management
Development at the Harvard University School of
Business Administration. Currently, Harbison is
responsible for Monsanto's worldwide operations,
public policy and international staffs. He is a member
of the board of directors at Monsanto as well as G.D.
Searle & Co., the NutraSweet Company and Fisher
Controls International, Inc. In addition, he serves on
the advisory councils of Monsanto Agricultural
Company and Monsanto Chemical Company. He is
very active in the St. Louis business community.
His message was simple: A global vision is required in
this ever-changing world and to succeed one must be

Fontbonne 13

a senior who has demonstrated in his or her
college career the potential of being an
outstanding alumnus or alumna.

Karen Ann Ley receiving the alumni hood from Alumni Association
President Mary Elizabeth Kaslick '80.
prepared, educated and trained to achieve
and act on that global vision.

"There is no
point in
achieving the
educational
background
which you all
have and not
using that
vastly
broadening
experience to
create your
own vision of
what this world
might become,
and set forth to
do your part."

"There is no point in achieving the
educational background which you all have
and not using that vastly broadening
experience to create your own vision of
what this world might become, and set
forth to do your part," he says.
He concluded that to believe in global
vision, one's life must demonstrate several
other characteristics. "You must be
enthusiastic - look for opportunity, do not
be cowed by adversity; be dedicated to hard
work - no one has really ever succeeded
without that; be self-confident in your
abilities - not arrogant; and enhance your
respect for all people. If you do that, you
will make a difference in this world, and
heaven knows, we need you."

Ley graduated summa cum laude from the
Department of Education/Special
Education. Her grade point average
consistently qualified her for the Dean's
List. She was treasurer for the student
council for exceptional children and in
1989-90 she was student representative on
the teacher education committee. She
spent two years as resident assistant and
served as secretary of the planning committee. Also an ambassador for Fontbonne, she
has represented the college by giving tours
to prospective students and attending
previews.

Hardy Joseph Pottinger IV, who
received a bachelor's degree in English,
delivered the humorous, yet thoughtprovoking senior statement. He recognized
Fontbonne's outstanding teachers and the
advantages of a liberal arts program, both of
which gave him the freedom to explore and
to develop his talents.

H arbison was presented an honorary
doctorate of business administration by
President Meneve Dunham for meeting the
challenge of developing a greater global
vision and believing in the mission to
educate and create responsible citizens of
the world.
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After the conferring of degrees, the
alumni hood was presented to Karen Ann
Ley. Established in 1938, the hood honors
Fontbonne 14
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Harbison addresses the graduates.
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"Attending a liberal arts college forces you
to experiment with different fields of
study," he says. "We were allowed to just
sort of play around, even if all we did was
make noise. Eventually, I discovered just
that - I was making noise."
Fontbonne, he continued, also gave him
the opportunity to make a difference. "It
gave me the chance to discipline myself,
and my writing - to see myself in relation
to a long-standing tradition, and to
hopefully improve on that tradition," he
says.
Pottinger fittingly quoted Cardinal John
Newman from a lecture given at Catholic
University in Ireland, "'the business of a
university is not mere application ... nor
the witnessing of many experiments, nor
the attending of many lectures. All this is
short of enough; a man may have done it
all, yet be lingering in the vestibule of
knowledge. He may not realize what his
mouth utters; he may not see with his
mental eye what confronts him. The
bodily eye, the organ for apprehending
material objects, is provided by nature; the
eye of the mind, of which the object is
truth, is the work of discipline and habit.'
"It is this opportunity, that of offering a
chance to discipline yourself, which makes
a Fontbonne education a good one. You
have been allowed the freedom to
experiment, to
find the
tradition most
appropriate for
you. We are all
about to have a
great deal more
freedom, to
continue
exploring
what we
are capable
of. Let us

Hardy Joseph Pottinger IV presents the senior statement.
enter the world with wide eyes and open
minds, so that we might continue to seek
the truth of things and endeavor to make
that reality a better one," he concluded.

Mary Elizabeth Kaslick '80 then
welcomed the graduates to the Alumni
Association, followed by Jennifer L. Godt,
magna cum laude, department of
education/special education, who presented
the class gift of a donation to the annual
fund.
The ceremony ended with a benediction by
Ruth Yates, CSJ, director of campus ministry. A reception for the graduates followed
in Arnold Memorial Center. Minutes after
graduation ended, the rain began to pour,
but nobody seemed to mind. FCM

"Let us enter
the world with
wide eyes and
open minds, so
that we might
continue to
seek the truth
of things and
endeavor to
make that
reality a
be tter one."
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Fontbonne

Professor
Gives

Of
Herself

by Susan King

T

oday's woman wants it
all " a good marriage, family
and career. Mary Abkemeier,

Ph.D., professor of math and computer science at Fontbonne, has it
all, and then some. In fact, many
of her collegues wonder how she
handles it all.
As professor, director of the master's
program in computer education and
academic computer coordinator, you
would think she'd have little time
for anything else. Yet she also
juggles her schedule around a family
of six children and volunteer work.

Outside the classroom, Abkemeier
is also involved. She can be seen at
basketball games, Black
Student Alliance functions and
alumni events. "I think it is important for the students to have our
support, in and out of the classroom. I think the good feeling that I
get from teaching at Fontbonne
makes me want to participate." For
11 years she coordinated a high
school computer programming
contest for students in the St. Louis
area.
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"The family environment of
Fontbonne is an important factor in
the satisfaction that I receive from

Abkemeier has been with Fontbonne for 14 years. "I love the
excitement of teaching on the
college level," she says. "It is something I've always wanted to do. And
as I look back, I can say that I would
choose it again.
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"The theories of mathematics and
computer science have always
intrigued me. If I ever did have
some free time, I would spend it
proving mathematical theorems.
In addition, I enjoy helping people.
So now I get to help people learn
both the theoretical and practical
aspects of mathematics and computer science. That makes each
semester new and exciting to me.
"Y ou really get to know the students
and faculty at Fontbonne if you
make a point to get involved," she
says.
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Mary Abkemeier helping a student in
the computer lab.
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Abkemeier should know about
families. She and her husband Bill, a
computer expert at McDonnell
Douglas, have six adopted children,
one dog, one cat and one bird. The
couple, married 27 years, just celebrated the birth of their first grandchild.
The Abkemeier children include
David, 21; Peggy, 20; Paul, 18; Patty,
13; Bryan, 12; and Nathan, 11. "It is
wonderful to see the children grow
and become secure, happy people,"
she says.

1m

tin

A family photo of the Abkemeiers taken about six years ago.
baby and that is how it all began,"
she says. David the oldest, was
three months old when he joined
the family.

Having a mixed race family
has been interesting, according to
Abkemeier. "It is funny to see
people's expressions when we are
with the children. They often
expect one of us to be black." It has
some sad moments, too. "We have
experienced prejudice through the
children," she says. "We have
become sensitive to the prejudice
that many minorities face today."
A native of St. Louis, Abkemeier
moved to Pittsburgh when she
married and lived there for 12 years
before returning to St. Louis. It was
in Pittsburgh that they adopted their
first two children.
"Bill and I weren't sure we could
have biological children and yet
wanted a family so badly," she says.
"My doctor suggested adopting a

The next year Peggy came. "She
arrived just two days before Christmas," Abkemeier recalls. "She was
a real Christmas present.

"We felt it was the
Lord's
will. There is always
more we can do. With
all the needs out there,
there was always
more love and more
time we could give. "

"Another daughter, Patty, came as
our 14th anniversary gift," recalls
Abkemeier. "Needless to say, Bill
and I did not have to go out to
dinner to celebrate that
.
"
anmversary.
"We never really planned how
many children we would have," she
says. "But we became aware of the
need for adoptive families and we
began to question our comfortable
life with just two children."
"We felt it was the Lord's will.
There is always more that we can
do. With all the needs out there,
there was always more love and
more time we could give," she says.
That seems to be the philosophy
that Abkemeier lives by. She
always seems to find a little more to
give to her students and to the
community.

At Fontbonne she was
Fontbonne 17

instrumental in creating introduction to computers courses for
seniors, the handicapped, mothers
and children.

During her free time, Abkemeier
runs or bicycles in Forest Park. "In
the summers, I try to bicycle two
times around the park one day and
run once around the park the
other." Her physical fitness has
paid off. She entered the PostDispatch Memorial Day Run and
finished 10 kilometers in under one
hour. "I wanted to be fast enough
so as not to embarrass my husband
and kids," she laughs. This is an
activity that several members of the
Abkemeier family participate in.
Another family favorite is the
recent Moonlight Ramble, a 20mile bicycle trip around St. Louis.

She volunteers her time to Specialized Transitional and Rehabilitation Training (START), an organization that teaches computer skills
to the handicapped. She taught
there for five years and now sits on
the Board as secretary . Two of her
children also worked at START
during summers in high school.
She has also taught introductory
computer classes for two years to
older adults in OASIS.
For the past nine years, Abkemeier
and her husband have been working
with engaged couples in a program
called Evenings for the Engaged. It
is sponsored by their church and
allows engaged couples a chance to
meet with married couples in their
own home once a week for five to
six weeks.
"This has a selfish motive, too,"
Abkemeier explains. "It is good for
us. How can we talk about good
relationships if we're not working at
it, too?"

Abkemeier and her husband pose after
the Memorial Day Run .
make an extra casserole during the
Thanksgiving and Christmas
holidays. Once a month her
husband spends the night at the
Shelter as a supervisor.
As an active mother, she has served
as room mother, den mother and
coached one of her son's basketball
teams.

The Abkemeiers also like to entertain friends. The last two years they
have hosted the Fontbonne College
Christmas party for staff and faculty .
For family and friends, they also
hold a Do-It-Yourself dinner party
every N ovember. The event,
usually for about 40 people, is an
evening of fun for everyone.
Abkemeier picks a menu, all untried recipes, buys the supplies and
then sets up an assignment board

Fontbonne 18
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St. Patrick Center also benefits
from Abkemeier. She coordinates
a program in her parish which
prepares salads for 350 people once
a month. On the third Thursday of
each month, Abkemeier's kitchen is
filled with 10 to 12 plastic trash
bags filled with salad for delivery to
the Center.
In the winter, she and her husband
volunteer at the Grace and Peace
Shelter for Homeless Women. She
prepares fo od every three weeks or
as needed and is always willing to
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Abkemeier calls out orders to participants in the 00-1 t- Yourself Dinner.
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near the door. Each guest, asked
only to bring an apron, is assigned
one item to prepare and is paired
with someone he/she does not
know. Everyone is generally in the
kitchen at the same time trying to
meet the 10 p.m. deadline for the
meal.

"It really is hilarious," she says.
"People who get there early usually
head to the kitchen to hide utensils,
pots and pans, while some guests
have been known to try to bribe
others for a stove burner."
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the master's program in computer
education that she directs at Fontbonne. It focuses on the use of
computers and technology at all
educational levels. "It is becoming
very well known in the St. Louis
area," she says. "It is rewarding to
see that our graduates are highly
respected for their knowledge of
computers and technology in
education. They occupy many
influential positions in the area's
public and private schools." She
currently has 106 advisees in the
program.
"Mary Abkemeier really impressed
me from the start," says Vera
Cooper, a first-year graduate student who teaches at Most Holy
Trinity School in North St. Louis.
"She knew our names immediately
which showed me her concern for
the student. She is tough but a very
good teacher. Setting high standards for her students but allowing
for our own freedom and creativity
within those standards, is one thing
I like about her. As a lab assistant,
I spend several hours a day at
Fontbonne and Mary doesn't take

I1She taught us to
learn,
to try to excell and to
glve
back to the community
a portion of the
gifts we have been
given. She is an ideal
example of the values
and quality
education that
Fontbonne
College provides."
an alum
us for granted. Occasionally, she
drops us notes or brings homebaked
goodies to share."
"She's given me a lot of direction
and encouragement in the graduate
program," says Carol Apollo, a
tliird-grade teacher at Incarnate
Word Elementary School in Chesterfield. "Since I'm a single parent,
she has arranged for me to work as a
lab assistant to help pay my tuition."
"Mary is a tremendous person and
an immense inspiration," says Sr.
Josephine, a first-year graduate
student and principal at St.
Anthony of Padua. "She's one in a
million."
Students usually take two-and-ahalf years to finish their master's
degree-taking one course in the
spring, one in the fall and two or
three in the summer.

"Educators come into our program
to learn how to use the computer as
a tool to make them better teachers
and to help motivate their
students," she says. "They want to
learn how to personalize their
teaching using computers and
related technology.
"I think one of the most rewarding
experiences about teaching is to
have students come to me at the
end of a semester and say that my
course was one of the toughest
they've ever had, but that they
really learned a lot," Abkemeier
comments.

For her dedication to
Fontbonne, Abkemeier received the
first annual Sears-Roebuck Foundation Award for Teaching
Excellence and Campus Leadership
in 1990.
One alum wrote of her in a nomination for the award, "I feel truly
privileged to know Mary
Abkemeier. She was my advisor,
my teacher, my mentor and my role
model. She would discuss anything
from computers to moral issues to
foster care. She taught us to learn,
to try to excell and to give back to
the community a portion of the gifts
we have been given. She is an ideal
example of the values and quality
education that Fontbonne College
provides."
"God has been good to me," says
Abkemeier. "I have a wonderful
husband, beautiful children and a
tremendously gratifying job."
Mary Abkemeier has it all. And it
is lucky she has some to share with
Fontbonne. FCM
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The Woman
Who Tamed a
New York City
School
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hat is it like to tame the most violent
school in New York City? Few people would be
able to answer that question, but Carol BurtBeck '60 would. As principal of Thomas
Jefferson High School in Brooklynoften labeled as turbulent, fierce,
dangerous, vicious - Beck was responsible for
turning the school around, an incredible feat for
which she was named by Reader's Digest as a
1991 American Hero in Education.
How did Beck, a music teacher in St. Louis in 1958,
become the remarkable principal of New York City's
most violent school?
An accomplished musician (she plays 23 instruments),
Beck was awarded a four-year competitive music
scholarship in 1956 and became one of the first black
students to attend Fontbonne, where she earned her
degree in music education.
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Beck loved the intimacy and size of Fontbonne.
"Because I was in music, we had such small classes that
I feel like I received an individualized education," she
says.
Although she is not Catholic, she appreciated the time
allowed for reflection and contemplation at weekly
assemblies and masses. "Your religion didn't matter,
but it was
important to
take the time
to be quiet
and develop
that focus.
It's a focus I
still have
and that I
want my
students to
have," she
says.
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With her
students,
Beck stresses
involvement,
something
she learned
from
Beck's 1960 yearbook picture
Fontbonne,
where she
was drawn to student government. The only black in
the organization at the time, Beck felt honored to be a
part of the activities. She remembers one time when
they had scheduled a meeting at a local Clayton
restaurant, but because she was black, she was not
admitted. The rest of the students decided to hold their
meeting elsewhere. "It wasn't an actual protest, but it
was a firm stand," she says.

Many of the ideas Beck now uses at Thomas
Jefferson can be traced to her days at Fontbonne,
especially student/family activities. Most recently, she
organized a mother/child dinner dance that was well
attended. Like the Hawaiian luau she recalls being
staged at Fontbonne, Beck is also a fan of using the
school for such events, instead of renting space. "Not
only does it keep the cost down, but it's also fun to

transform the gym into something special," she
explains.
Immediately after graduating from Fontbonne, Beck's
adventurous spirit took her to New York City. She
found a job in three days and for 20 years, she worked
in the New York public school system as a music
teacher at the junior high and high school levels. In
1970, she was awarded "Teacher of the Year" for the
Borough of
Brooklyn, her
school district
and Macon
in
Junior High
School.

"Because I was
music at Fontbonne ,
we had such small
classes I
feel like I received
an individualized
education. "

In 1980, Beck
created and was
educational
administrator of
the now nation,
ally recognized
Living for the
Young Family
through Educa,
tion (LYFE)
Project which
serves as a
support service
for teenage
parents who want to earn their high school diplomas
while providing first-rate day care for their children. It
is a program designed to keep young mothers in school.
She was instrumental in changing a New York State
Social Service Law to enable the Board of Education to
use matched funding to offset the cost of school-based
infant centers. In addition, she worked as the liaison
between the Board and the Department of Health in
revision of the infant/toddler group care school-based
health code guidelines. She was chairperson of the
New York City Council Childcare Subcommittee on
Adolescent Pregnancy and is an avid speaker on issues
concerning teenage pregnancy and parenting.

For homeless young families, Beck established GED
and basic education centers in five hotels, and developed a lifeskills curriculum, as well as organized a
"Women Helping Women" clothing and toy drive.
Fombonne 21
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T

hen, in 1987, Beck volunteered for the position of
principal at Thomas Jefferson High School with a
student population of 90 percent black and 10 percent
Hispanic. Some people called her crazy; most people
called her courageous.
"I was trained as an educator and thought I had
something to offer the school," Beck says.
Located in one of the poorest sections of New York
City, Thomas Jefferson High School led the city's
public high schools in the number of serious violent
incidents in the 1986-87 academic year. The 67
occurrences included robberies, assaults, weapon possessions and sex and drug-related offenses. As far as
attendance, graduation and academic performance, it
has been rated as the worst high school in the city.

chains, three-fingered rings and gold teeth were
banned, for the simple reason they promoted envy,
which frequently lead to violence. Also outlawed were
beepers, Walkmans and hats.
New programs were instituted to spark student interest.
A law program with contracts and criminal and civil
law courses plus moot court competitions was begun as
well as a civil service program that readies students for
the civil service exam and prepares them for careers as
police officers, firefighters and paramedics. For students
that wished to alternate studies with real job
experience, a co-op program was developed. A marine
science center was instituted that allows students to
work with scientists from the New York Aquarium.
Students were becoming more involved in after-school
activities and programs, which ultimately kept them off
the streets and out of trouble. School became a second
home, often the home of preference.
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Beck wasted no time. The first order of business was
clean up - both of the premises and of the faculty and
student body. The school was run-down and was in
terrible need of attention. Fresh paint and repairs made
a noticeable difference. "Burned out" teachers were
transferred to other schools; drug-dealing students were
weeded out. Students were encouraged to dress more
appropriately. Flashy, gaudy jewelry like thick gold

With her "can-do" attitude, Beck began imposing order
and reforming the school. She improved security by
repairing broken television monitors, hiring more
security guards and requiring student identification
cards. She established a peer group mediation program
that trains students to help other pupils solve problems
peacefully. She launched a student-run "courtroom"
system to formally try students with disciplinary
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Beck working
with her students at
Thomas Jefferson High
School.
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problems. She created travel opportunities for students,
showing them other positive cultures and inspiring
them to strive for higher goals. Now more than 50
percent travel in the U.S. and internationally.

ShootingS, homicides, assaults, rapes and robberies
are common to the area surrounding the school.
School is a sanctuary for many of the students who are
forced to deal daily with the death or serious injury of
family members and friends. Beck and her dedicated
staff, over half of whom have received training in
bereavement counseling, help the children to handle
their grief and established a special room
for mourning - "The
Grieving Room."
Here is a space for
students to comfort
each other. Here is a
place for them to find
support.

"I was trained as
an educator
and thought
I had something
to offer
the school. "

Beck stays in direct
contact with her
students - her
children, as she
commonly refers to
them - by strolling the halls, not as a patrolperson, but
to greet them by name, often giving them a hug and a
sincere "I love you," her trademark. In addition, she
sends personalized birthday cards to each of her 1,500
students to remind them the school cares.

With these changes, enrollment has risen at Thomas
Jefferson. The number of serious violent incidents has
dropped from 67 in the 1986-87 school year to 16 for
1989-90 and next to nothing for 1990-91. Students
have begun winning New York State Regents
Scholarships and more than 80 percent of this year's
seniors have applied to college. Also on the rise are
attendance rates and math and reading scores. In
addition, Beck has plans to build a school dormitory,
believed to be a first for a public school, as well as a
geodesic dome which will house a botanical garden and
aquarium. Other plans include designing a community

memorial garden in a vacant lot near the school and
constructing a courtroom for the pre-law program.
Thomas Jefferson, once a war zone, is now considered a
haven, a sanctuary from the dangerous, crime and druginfested outside world. Her spirit and determination
have brought order to the school and have inspired
students to set goals and achieve them. She has introduced a new perspective and genuine concern to what
was once considered the worst school in New York.
"Mr~.

Beck has given us more opportunities in every
way," says
Lorna
Silcott, a
senior.
"She's what
you might
call an angel
in disguise."

Although
there are still
some problemsoccasionally
weapons are
confiscated
- immediately followed by
punishment,
usually in
the form of
~--- _ _ _ _ _....JL_
... an arrest, the
Beck today
school has
made a dramatic turnaround. So dramatic that Beck
was honored with the 1991 Reader's Digest American
Heroes in Education Award. In its third year, the
award recognizes educators in 10 U .S. schools that have
solved critical problems facing schools everywhere.
Beck, along with the other 1991 Reader's Digest award
recipients, was chosen from 750 nominations submitted
by fellow educators in private, public and parochial
schools nationwide. She will receive $5,000 from
Reader's Digest and Thomas Jefferson High School will
be awarded $10,000 to support Beck's ongoing programs
that further educational excellence.
In addition to her most recent award, Beck has won
Fontbonne 23
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the Educational Leadership Award from Phi Delta
Kappa, the Dedicated Service Award from the
Brooklyn East Tenants Association Council and the
Susan B. Anthony Award from the New York City
National Organization for Women. She was a finalist
for the Spirited Woman
Award and has been inducted
into the Charles Sumner
High School Hall of Fame in
St. Louis.

with organizing, implementing and administering
numerous educational programs.
Beck met her husband of 27 years, Richard, a social
studies teacher at Lafayette High, while working
together in New York. They
have a 24-year-old son, Paul,
who is studying to be a special
education teacher. Teaching
must run in the family, as
Beck's mother is a retired
teacher in St. Louis.

"Mrs. Beck has
.
gIven
us more
opportunities
.
In every way.

The subject of numerous
articles and features in New
York, Beck has also been the
n two years, Beck plans to
focus of stories worldwide, inretire herself. She hopes to
cluding Great Britain, Italy,
pursue her hobbies - crafts,
Holland, Japan and Israel.
knitting, needlework, jewelry
She has authored two books,
making and writing - and
"Playing the Mbira" and
wants to take some music
"Musical Instruments of
courses and maybe join the
Afrika: The Ewe," as well as
community orchestra. Beck
"Ombudsperson Manual" for
has built a stable foundation
the New York City School
for her students and believes
system. As the major speaker
they will be fine without her.
at various
"They won't miss a beat, and
conferences and
if things changed, they know
conventions such as The
I'd be disappointed," she says.
Children's Times Associates,
Senior student Lorna Silcott
Business Week, United
It will be a sad day for ThoNations, Cosmopolitan Club
mas Jefferson but Carol
and CloseUp Foundation, she has talked about issues in
Burt-Beck will leave behind a legacy. The impact she
education. She has joined the 11 th Congressional
has left on the school, as well as thousands of students,
District Educational Advisory Board which is charged
will always be remembered and appreciated. FCM

She's what you might
call
an angel in
disguise. "
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Six Alumni To
Receive
1991 Founders'
Awards

F

Annual Fashion Show and Luncheon
Held In March

T

he fifteenth Annual Luncheon and Fashion Show, sponsored by the
Fontbonne College Alumni Association, was held March 20 at the Junior
League at Le Chateau Village. Alumni, faculty, staff and students modeled
fashions by Liz's Is Fashions by Liz O'Gorman Boyer '75 .

ontbonne College will honor
five of its distinguished alumnae
and a St. Louis community leader at
Fontbonne's sixth Founders' Day
Dinner, October 17, 1991, at the
University Club, St. Louis.
Alumnae who will receive the
Alumni Distinguished Service
Award are Mara B. Baun '63 education and research in health
care; Mary Dean Alcorn Keyes '70 community service/philanthropy;
Carmelita Schmelig Kenney '52 volunteerism/evangelization; Anne
Julia Roddy, CSJ '43 - work with
the elderly; and Wendy Wiese
Carter '84 - communications.
The Rev. Paul C. Reinert, SJ,
chancellor emeritus, Saint Louis
University, will be honored for his
distinguished service and leadership
in higher education.
At their May 9 meeting, the
Fontbonne College Board of
Trustees approved the 1991
honorees, whose nominations had
been submitted by the College
Committee on Honors.

Susan McGuire Geile '70 sells raffie tickets.
Fontbonne 25
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Alumni and Loved
Ones in Operation
Desert Storm
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Capt. Eric Garrison, husband of
Brenda Garrison '80, flew a C-141
in combat support missions during
Desert Shield and Desert Storm.
Capt. Elaine Rynders '73 of the
Indiana Air National Guard and
her unit, 181 TAC Clinic, were
activated on January 16, 1991 in
support of Desert Storm. Rynders, a
physician's assistant in the Air
Guard, went to Tucson and San
Antonio to fill in for those overseas.
U.S. Army 2nd Lt. Michael J.
Stagoski, son of Judy Gelmi
Stagoski '63, is a tank commander
and platoon leader in the Third
Armor Division out of Frankfurt,
Germany. During Desert Storm, he
participated in the greatest tank
battle since WWII.

Alumni Invited to
Reception for Mary
Carol Anth, CS]

A

reception honoring Mary
Carol Anth, CSJ, chairperson of
the Department of Human Environmental Sciences, will be held
September 11, 1991 from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Department located on
the third floor of the Science
Building. Her 26 years of service to
the College will be recognized.
Fontbonne 26
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Margaret Roth Wester '80, president of the Fontbonne College Alumni
Association (left), and. Colette Crowley O'Brien '65, vice president of the
Association, assumed their positions on June 10, for the 1991-1992 year.
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Alumni Notes

19305
Lila Watson Huppert '33 has been
the five-year coordinator of the
caregivers for Alzheimer's Disease
in Okmulgee, Oklahoma. With a
gift of $15,000 from the
Presbyterian Women's Thanks
Offering, Huppert will coordinate
the projected opening of the
Okmulgee County Adult Day Care
Center this fall.
Virginia Lee Flaherty Mottaz '37
and her husband Clarence
celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sunday, May 26, at
the noon Mass at St. Joseph's
Church, Clayton, Mo.

19405
Ruth Margaret Raupp, CSJ '43
has been chosen as the vice

'7
provincial for the Sisters of St.
Joseph of Carondelet for their viceprovince of Hawaii, and will take
up her new duties after August 1,
1991. Raupp is a trustee emerita of
Fontbonne College, where she also
held the positions of academic dean
and registrar.
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Nancy Haar McKee '56, staff vice
president for public affairs and the
director of marketing for the Home
Builders Association of Greater St.
Louis, is a member of the new St.
Louis County commission to find
more shelters for homeless people.
The Housing Resources
Commission was established by
County Executive George R. "Buzz"
Westfall. For the past ten years,
McKee has been with HBA, a trade
association of some 1,250 member
firms involved in the residential
construction industry.
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Julianne Iwersen,Niemann '68
was elected to a three-year term on
the St. Louis College of Pharmacy's
Board of Trustees on June 12, 1991.

Jane C. Aldoretta '82 announces
the birth of her daughter, Carly
Young, on April 30, 1991.

Mary Ann Joyce,Walter '63
provided the music for
"Epithalamion a Masque"
celebrating the poetry of Gerard
Manley Hopkins at the Little
Theater, Brownson Hall,
Manhattanville College, New York.

19705
Linda Vomund Hornbostel, Ph.D.
'75 announces the birth of her son,
Jarrett Tyler, on April 3, 1991.
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Nancy Boos Georgen '76 is a
principal at Moneta Group, Inc., a
Financial Services firm in Clayton,
Mo. She was designated Principal
of the Year, 1990 for her outstanding work in furthering Moneta
Group's commitment to excellence.
Donna Renaud McCarthy '79
married Kevin McCarthy in May,
1989.
Carol Mueller Ivy '79 made the
journey of a lifetime for a baby born
a world away. Bob and Carol Ivy
adopted a beautiful little girl, Emily,
born in Lima, Peru. Emily Ivy, who
became an American citizen in
February, 1990, is the poster child
for "Kids of America" and won the
"Most Beautiful Baby Contest."

Eileen Duggan '82 has been
appointed managing editor of the
West End Word and the Clayton
Word, effective June 3, 1991. She
was previously associate editor and
has been associated with the West
End Word ~ince November 1982 as
a music critic, calendar editor and
staff writer.
Steve Lohmann '83 and Theresa
Schaltenbrand Lohmann '87
announce the birth of their son,
Alexander Steven on April 2, 1991.
Christine Guilfoy Brick '85 and
Phillip L. Brick, MD, announce the
birth of their daughter, Samantha
in 1988 and twin sons, Daniel and
Paul in May, 1990.
David W. Brewer '85 is Projects
Improvement Manager for Western
Textile Products.
Lynn Whelan Langenberg '86
recently received the "Recognized
Young Dietitian of the Year" award
for Missouri. Currently a registered
dietitian for Cardiac Rehabilitation,
Community Wellness and
Corporate Wellness programs at
Hammons Heart Institute in
Springfield, Mo., she is presidentelect of the Southwest Missouri
Dietetic Association.
Anne Schuessler McNally '87
recently married Hank McNally.

Pamela J. Wise '88 graduated from
Saint Louis University School of
Law in January 1991, passed her
Missouri Bar Examination and was
admitted to the practice of law on
April 26, 1991.
Shawn S. Haghighi '89 announces
the birth of her son, Cory Seth
Daruish on April 17, 1991.
Elizabeth Ringo Werkmeister '89,
executive board of the Fontbonne
Alumni Association, married Brian
Werkmeister in April, 1991.
Sherilyn Spiller '89 completed her
provisional requirements as a
member of the Chicago Junior
League and became an active
member in May, 1991. Sherilyn
joined IBM in Chicago in July,
1989, as a systems engineer after
co-oping with them for two years in
St. Louis.

19905
Vicki Campbell '90 opened Chez
Gourmet, a distinctive catering
company in St. Louis.
Linda Carnes' '90 poems,
"Women's Walk" and "I Ate the
Orange," were selected as runnersup in the poem category of the
Western Regional Honors
Conference Writing Contest.
Karen Wentzel '90, recently received an award for "Exemplary
Service" in the Excel Program at
Meramec College. The program
provides services for students with
disabilities. Students nominated
Wentzel, who works in the Writing
Center, for going "above and
beyond normal duties."
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Addresses Unknown
The Homecoming/Reunion Committee does not have addresses for the following alumni. If you know the
whereabouts of anyone listed below, please contact the Alumni Office.

1940
Bergfeld, Mae Evans '41
Dugan, Rosem~ry Hayden '41
Goodrich, Ruth Stone '41
Sullivan, Charlotte Lowery '41

1950
Bleyer, Lita '51
Bower, Marie CSJ '51
Brands, Mary Campion '51
Clancy, Mary '51
v dish, Joan '51
Daly, Mary CSJ '51
Davenport, Jane Keough i51
Dennis, Marie '51
Fiddmont, Evelyn Snipes '51
Jochem, Mary '51
Kearns, Mary CSJ '51
Kenny, Mary '51
Lasater, Nancy Carter '51
McNamara, Frances '51
Mooney, Eva '51
Regan, Martina '51
Ross, Mary CSJ '51
v Steck, Jackie Wilkerson '51
Sullivan, Mary '51
Trares, Mary Beckman '51
~ Walsh, Georgia CSJ '51

1960
Castello, Kaye Koller '61
Donegan, Mary Pfeifer '61
Foster, Hannah Hooper '61
Harris, Barbara Boldt '61
Merritt, Jacqueline Carter '61
Meyer, Alice '61
Overall, Barbara Alberci '61
Power, Donna McCullom '61
Purvis, Marjorie '61
Rieser, Marianne Thurn '61
Schmidt, Mary Gerlach '61
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Sigmund, Julia Obrecht '61
Williams, Elizabeth Hoffmann '61
Bowers, Toni Hall '66
Byron, Kathleen Hannegan '66
Carney, Ann Moran '66
Dickson, Dorothy Brown '66
Downer, Sharon Folk '66
Hernes, Mary Reller '66
King, Jean '66
Kowalczyk, Beverly Halter '66
Lamb, Patricia Crawford '66
Mayers, Patricia Fischer '66
v McKinley, Joan CSJ '66
Millard, Elizabeth Lully '66
Mulroy-Riccardo, Peggy '66
Nesslein, Marydell Sheehan '66
Reinhardt, Georgia '66
Teiber, Mary '66
Ward, Virginia '66

1970
Beinke, Regina Galvin '71
Bishop, Patricia Mintert '71
Carney, Patricia Figge '71
Doxsee, Maureen McGrath '71
Dunn, Julia Kessler '71
Freels, Karen '71
Gibbs, Susan Vachon '71
Heaman, Carol '71
Krispin, Noreen Kennedy '71
Martinez, Joyzelle '71
Ottenad, Nancy '71
Rheinecker, Janet Schmidt '71
Schroedter, Kathleen Fehn '71
Spears- Bryant, Marilyn '71
v Sweetin, Ellen '71 d.Jr~
Swize, Patricia Seavers '71
Wagner, Patricia '71

1980
Al-Huwaishel, Abdulaziz '81

Baker, Jeanne '81
Becher, Susan '81
Davis, Julia Jones '81
Diocker, Maria Cocos '81
Duam!, Lawrence '81
Geary, John Jr. '81
Hoelzer, Ann '81
Kessler, Lynn '81
Kobayashi, Patricia '81
Mount, Barbara '81
Nevala, Jacquelyn '81
Pauly, Janet '81
Tuchschmidt, Julie '81
Vakhshoorzadeh, Ggila
Shokraie '81
Varwig, Elizabeth Holcombe '81
Warfel, Kathleen '81
Webb, Deborah '81
Williams, Jackie '81
Zamil, Ali '81
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Deaths
The Fontbonne College Alumni
Association expresses sympathy to
the families of the following alumni
who died: Helen Marie Coleman
'35, Mary Barbara Heerlein, CSJ
'51, Mary Carmen Kane, CSJ '47,
Louise Vachon Krump '42,
Elizabeth Watson Kuebel '33,
Anne Clemens Latham '48, Marie
Therese Lessard, CSJ '50,
Margaret L. Murrary, CSJ '54,
Rose Anthony Schmitt, CSJ '49,
Florentine Ruthkowski Stevens
'27 and Mary Loretta Finazzo
Walsh '49.

'81

The Alumni Association also
expresses sympathy to the following
alumni on the death of an
immediate relative: Mary Carroll
Maxwell '47 and Kathleen
Carroll, CSJ '54 (brother), Joan
Stoviak Diehl '61 (father), Judy
Giles Holloran '57 (husband),
Nancy Nabbefeld Jersa '61
(mother), Stephanie Meszaros
Klein '64 (father), Barbara Peach
'61 (father), Marie Sansone
Zucchero '42, Anna Sansone
Catanzaro '45 and Sara Sansone
Glickert '50 (mother), Gloria
Monnig Schwarz '49 (mother),
Nancy Murphy Thro '55
(mother), Elizabeth Monnig
Valentine '34 (husband) and
Barbara Krausel Wick '60
(father).

Alumna Keyes Addresses Honors
Convocation
Mary Dean Alcorn Keyes '70 was guest speaker at the Honors
Convocation in April. Her speech was very well received. Its
message about life stands the test of time.
Twenty-one years ago, I
graduated from Fontbonne College.
To return here a generation later as
an honors convocation speaker is a
daunting experience. I remember
how I felt as a student, listening to
speeches such as this one.
At the time, I thought I knew
everything there was to know about
getting through life with great
success. One major lesson I have
learned in the intervening years is
that I know very little about how
life works. I doubt that anyone
could have convinced me of that
when I was a student. I doubt that I
can convince you of that today, and
I won't even pretend to try. Someone once said that at the very heart
of the human condition is the
problem that the most important
things in life we need to learn are
exactly those things that cannot be
taught.
In the process of reviewing my
thoughts about what the future
holds for you, I gathered five pieces
of information I wish to impart to
you. Don't think of them as
"advice," because that assumes I
speak to you from some lofty tower
of certainty. Think of them as
observations. Had I heard them
when I was your age, and listened to
them seriously, I might have saved
myself an enormous amount of

anxiety over the years. And so I
give them to you now, in no
particular order of importance.
OBSERVATION NUMBER
ONE: LIFE IS NOT FAIR
The wicked often go unpunished.
The good do not necessarily find a
pot of gold at the end of the
rainbow. Over the years since I sat
where you sit today, I have learned
to temper my outrage at the extent
to which important decisions are
made on less than rational, fair,
bases. I have also learned to bring a
sense of fairness and even-handedness into play when I make
important decisions. Since life
deals out disaster and bliss in an
extremely random way, it is
important for each of us to try to act
fairly in everything we do.

OBSERV ATION NUMBER
TWO: BE A RISK TAKER
Robert Kennedy once said that
"only those who dare to fail greatly
can ever achieve greatly." It is good
for your goals to exceed your
present grasp. To step out for
things that seem, at the same time,
to be just thin air. I taught high
school for ten years, and then
changed my career to move in an
entirely different direction. I didn't
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know where I would eventually
wind up, but I knew I had to risk it.
Being a risk-taker means being able
to tolerate the unknown for long
periods of time. It is not easy, but it
is a quality necessary for a full,
rewarding life.

OBSERV A TION NUMBER
FIVE: LIVE A COMMITTED
LIFE
Robert Fulghum, author of Every-

SL

mitted life in this way:

fe

Iv

OBSERVATION NUMBER
THREE: LIFE IS SO SHORT.
ENJOY IT.
When I was twenty-one, I thought I
was immortal. Age has taught me
to treasure those people, activities
and moments in my life that bring
balance, peace and proportion.
Poet William Blake described this
process as "kissing the joy." "He
who bends to himself a joy doth the
winged life destroy; but he who
kisses the joy as it flies lives in
eternity's sunrise." Don't try to
hold on too tightly to life, to try to
capture and imprison the moments
of joy and peace. Just take the time
to kiss each moment ... remember
it .... savor it.

OBSERVATION NUMBER
FOUR: BE FLEXIBLE
Flexibility allows you to grow, to
change, and keeps you from getting
locked into one way of looking at
the world and at life. We should
perhaps follow the advice of Mark
Twain, who said, "Take your mind
out every now and then and dance
on it. It is getting all caked up."
Don't accept limitations that need
not be permanent. Spread your
wings occasionally. Remember that
good judgement comes from
experience. And that experience
comes from poor judgement.
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thing I Needed to Know I Learned in
Kindergarten and It was on Fire When
I Lay Down on It, describes the com-

"I do not want to talk about
what you understand about this
world. I want to know what
you will do about it. I do not
want to know what you hope.
want to know what you will
work for. I do not want your
sympathy for the needs of
humanity. I want your muscle.
As the wagon driver said when
they came to a long hard hill,
'them that's going on with us,
get out and push. Them that
ain't, get out of the way.'"
In a world with more problems than
I could even begin to list on such a
happy occasion as this, I must tell
you that your role in life is to live
committed to something. To
human values ... to family ... to making the world directly around you a
better place for your having been
there. A life committed to pushing
the wagon up the long, hard hill.

I

began this speech by saying I
didn't want to give advice. I suppose I have come dangerously close
to violating that goal.
I am reminded of a speaker on a
panel who talked on and on, far
beyond his alloted time. The
moderator passed him a note, and
still he talked. The moderator
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Keyes shares her words of wisdom as
Honors Convocation speaker.
tugged at his sleeve, to no avail.
Finally, the moderator swung his
gavel at the speaker. The speaker
ducked, and the gavel hit the
person sitting next to him. The
man fell to the floor. The moderator bent down to help him, he
heard the man say weakly, "Please
hit me again. I can still hear the
speaker."
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So before I risk being swung at with
the gavel, I wish you one last thing:
That you may use your Fontbonne
College education to find as much
joy in your life as I have found in
mine. Thank you.
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Mark Your Calendars for the Affordable
Holiday Auction
Even though we don't want to think about the Christmas holiday in
summer, it is time to mark your calendar for the holiday auction scheduled
for November 7,1991,7 to 9:30 p.m. in Arnold Memorial Center-Medaille Hall on campus.
While you're marking your calendar, take a moment to think about what
you plan to make and/or donate to the auction.
Remember, this is a great place to do your Christmas shopping in a
relaxed, social setting. There will be an assortment of handmade and
holiday items including wreaths, centerpieces, holiday decorations, toys and
home-baked goodies.
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Admission is a gift to be auctioned or sold. Everyone is welcome.
Children love to bid on items!

Children's
Theatre Party
Gets Encore

"T

reasure Island" is coming to
Fontbonne College on November
23. Spend a thrilling afternoon
with your children or grandchildren
and the Fontbonne Theatre Department at our Children's Theatre
Party. Last year the party was so
successful that we are having our
own special 1 p.m. alumni showing
followed by a party in the Arnold
Memorial Center. For ticket
information, call the Alumni Office
at 889-1403.

We'll Publish Your News!
Dear Alumni and Parents:
If the address shown on the Fontbonne College Magazine label has changed, please send us the label along with
the new information. We want to hear your news! All submissions to Alumni Notes are edited for style and
brevity. Send your information to the Alumni Office, Fontbonne College, 6800 Wydown Blvd., St. Louis, MO
63105.
Name ______________________________________________________________________________
Classyear(s) _______________________________________________________________________

at with
: thing:
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much
ld in

Address
City, State, Zip Code
Home and Business Phone
Your news item

Please continue on a separate sheet if needed. Because of space and deadline constraints, some Alumni Notes
already submitted will appear in the next issue. Thank you for your news.
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Alumni Homecoming Schedule
Thursday, Oct. 3
7 p.m.

OMr. Fontbonne Contest - Arnold Memorial Center--sponsored by Spirit Squad $3.00 at the door

E~

Se
Friday, Oct. 4
6:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
7: 15 and 8 p.m.
8 p.m.
9p.m.

*Alumni historic athletic awards and honors to charter sports team members Concordia Seminary GYm
*W omen's volleyball vs Principia College - Concordia Seminary GYm
OTheatre Dessert Reception and Production - "The Diviners" - Fine Arts Theatre
$10
* Alumni volleyball game - Fontbonne College GYm
*Party in Car with D.J.

Saturday, Oct. 5
OAlumni soccer game and box lunch - St. Louis Soccer Park - $10 (Fun, prizes,
beer)
12:45 p.m.
*Spirit pep rally - St. Louis Soccer Park
1 p.m.
*Men's soccer vs Trinity University - St. Louis Soccer Park
3 p.m.
* 50-Year Class Reception
*Alumni tour of Fontbonne College and faculty art exhibit
4 p.m.
*Special alumni procession for Mass by the five-year graduation classes (1931,
4:45 p.m.
1936, 1941, 1946, 1951, 1956, 1961, 1966, 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986).
Assemble by class year in the main corridor, Ryan Hall. The 50-year class will
wear academic dress.
5 p.m.
*Mass in the Doerr Chapel - Ryan Hall
6p.m.
***Alumni President's Gala "A Touch of Class" Reception - Ryan Hall Dining Room
(buffet and cash bar)
OTheatre Dessert Reception and Production - "The Diviners" - Fine Arts Theatre
7:15 and 8 p.m.
$10
8:30 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. *Homecoming/Reunion Dance - Arnold Memorial Center - Semi-formal, catered
hors d'oeuvres
Noon

Sunday, Oct. 6
3-5 p.m.

*Faculty Art Exhibit and Reception (Library) - Exhibit Oct. 5 - 30

The class of 1941 will celebrate its 50-year anniversary and the class of 1966 will observe its 25th
anniversary. Classes with years ending in "I" and "6" may have special class events.
Renew friendships and relive special memories of Fontbonne plus all * activities (special
President's Gala included) for $15 per person. Additional charge for 0 activities.
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Delta Mu Theta
Alumni Recital
Approaching

Alumni Calendar
September 1991-June 1992

leatre

Executive Board Meeting

Luncheon/Fashion Show

September 9, 1991 - 7:30 p.m.

March 21, 1992 - 11 :30 a.m.

Founders' Day Dinner

Executive Board Meeting

October 17, 1991 - 7 p.m.

April 6, 1992 - 7:30 p.m.

Affordable Holiday Auction

Young Alum Activity

November 7, 1991 - 7 p.m.

Executive Board Meeting
November 11, 1991 - 7:30 p.m.

Educating Panel Discussion:
Dealing with Diversity in
Education

es,

N ovember 14, 1991 - 7:30 p.m.
Lewis Room, Fontbonne Library

Intersquad Basketball Gamel
Late Night with Lee McKinney

1,
).
ISS

will

Room
heatre
red

April 10, 1992 - 8 p.m.

Honors Convocation
Reception for 1992 Graduates
May 4, 1992 - 7:30 p.m.
Fine Arts Building

November 15, 1991 - 11 p.m.
Fontbonne C at'

Children's Theater Party

he annual DELTA MU
THETA ALUMNI RECITAL will
be held at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Recital Room on W ednesday,
August 21. Delta Mu Theta is the
N ational C atholic Music Honor
Society. For information, call Jo
Ann Westerheide '74 at 741-5263.

Panel Discussion
on Education
Offered

Graduation,
President's Speech and Gifts
May 16, 1992 - 1:30 p.m.

Executive Board Meeting
June 8, 1992 - 7:30 p.m.

November 15, 1991 - 9:30 p.m.
Concordia Seminary

Late Night Party

T

T o verify these times and dates,
please call 889-1403

A re you interested in our
students' future education ? If so,
you're invited to attend a panel
discussion on Dealing with
Diversity in Education , N ovember
14 at 7:30 p.m. in the Lewis Room
of the Fontbonne College Library.
Kathleen McGinnis '65 , of
Parenting for Peace and Justice
N etwork, will be one of the featured
speakers. For more information ,
call the Alumni Office, 889-1403 .

November 23, 1991 - 1 p.m.

Executive Board Meeting
February 10, 1992 - 7:30 p.m.

Concert/Buffet
February 23, 1992 - 1:30 p.m.

5th

Carondelet Day of Prayer
March 11, 1992 - 9:30 a. m.
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CALENDAR
Campus Events
Critical Global Issues Lecture
Series
Discussion of current topics and
events.

*

*

*
*
*
*

World of Difference:
Cultural Differences and
Prejudices
September 18, 1991
People with Special Needs
October 16, 1991
International Cultures
November 20, 1991
Afro-American Culture
February 5, 1992
Women and Gender
Stereotypes
February 19, 1992
Inter-Cultural Day
(luncheon)
April 1, 1992

All programs are held Wednesdays
from 11 :30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in the
Arnold Memorial Center. For more
information, call (314) 889-1411.
Elderhostel
October 13 - 19, 1991
May 17 - 23, 1992
Springfest
April 24, 1992
Graduation Ball
May 15, 1992 - 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.
Commencement
May 16, 1992 - 1:30 p.m.

Art Department Faculty
Exhibition
October 6 - October 30, 1991
Reception: October 6, 3 - 5 p.m.
David Gloman - Paintings
Gal Soliwada Cassily - Sculpture
November 3 - November 25,1991
Reception: November 3,3 - 5 p.m.
Adrienne W. Hoard - Paintings
December 1 - December 21, 1991
Reception: December 1, 3 - 5 p.m.
Sharon Hansen - Paintings
January 19 - February 12, 1992
Reception: January 19,3 - 5 p.m.
Alvin H. Horst - Paintings
February 16 - March 11, 1992
Reception: February 16, 3 - 5 p.m.
Graduate Thesis
March 22 - April 15, 1992
Reception: March 22, 3 - 5 p.m.
Senior Graduate Thesis
April 26 - May 16, 1992
Reception: April 26, 3 - 5 p.m.
Gallery Hours
Monday - Thursday
8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Saturday
11:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Sunday
2 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Fontbonne Theatre
The Diviners
October 4 and 5, 1991 - 8 p.m.
October 6, 1991 - 2 p.m.
October 11 and 12, 1991 - 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre
Treasure Island
November 18 - 23, 1991
10:30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre
Deathtrap
February 28 and 29, 1992 - 8 p.m.
March 1, 1992 - 2 p.m.
March 6 and 7, 1992 - 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre
Nunsense
April 24 and 25, 1992 - 8 p.m.
April 26, 1992 - 2 p.m.
May 1 and 2, 1992 - 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre
Adults - $4, Children,
Students and Seniors - $3,
Groups of 20 or more - $2

A
Fi

Music Events
Noontime Student Recital
September 23, 1991 - 11:30 a.m.
Fine Arts 110

C
Fontbonne Concert Series
October 20, 1991 - 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre
Noontime Student Recital
October 28, 1991 - 11:30 a.m.
Fine Arts 110

Art Gallery
Jacqueline Power - Prints
September 8 - October 2, 1991
Reception: September 8, 3 - 5 p.m.
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Noontime Student Recital
November 18, 1991 - 11:30 a.m.
Fine Arts 110
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CALENDAR
Fontbonne Concert Series
November 24, 1991 - 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre

ll.

p.m.

Choral Concert
December 5, 1991 - 8 p.m.
Doerr Chapel

Sports
(Bold indicates home games)

October

Men's Soccer

3 Webster University 7 p.m.
4 Principia College 7 p.m.
8 SIU Tri Match 6, 7 & 8 p.m.
10 M~ryville College 7 p.m.
15 Westminister College 7 p.m.
18 Wash. U. Tournament TBA
22 Blackburn College 7 p.m.
25 Post Season Tournament TBA

September
Fontbonne Concert Series
January 26, 1992 - 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre

p.m.

l.

Noontime Student Recital
February 10, 1992 - 11 :30 a.m.
Fine Arts 110
Noontime Student Recital
March 2, 1992 - 11 :30 a.m.
Fine Arts 11 0
Fontbonne Concert Series
March 8, 1992 - 8 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre
Fontbonne Music Festival
March 28 - AprilS, 1992
Music Festival Concerts
AprilS, 1992 - 1:30 and 3:15 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre
Noontime Student Recital
April 27, 1992 - 11:30 a.m.
Fine Arts 110

I.m·

I.m·

Choral Concert
May 7, 1992 - 8 p.m.
Arnold Memorial Center
Rosebud Ragtime Competition
May 9, 1992 - 1 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre
Rosebud Ragtime Finals
May 10, 1992 - 3 p.m.
Fine Arts Theatre

4 Washington University 6 p.m.
7 Principia College 1:30 p.m.
9 Blackburn College 4 p.m.
15 C.B.C. Memphis 2 p.m.
18 Parks College 7 p.m.
21 Colorado College 3 p.m.
26 Culver Stockton 3 :30 p.m.
29 Westminster College 2 p.m.

October
1 Maryville College 3:30 p.m.
5 Trinity University 2 p.m.
8 MacMurray College 4 p.m.
12 Rose Hulman 1 p.m.
16 Webster University 3:30 p.m.
18 Nova College TBA
20 Birmingham Southern TBA
24 Miliken University 6 p.m.
26 Conference Tournament TBA
All home games played at St.
Louis Soccer Park

Women's Volleyball
September
9 MacMurray College 7 p.m.
11 Webster University 7 p.m.
13 & 14 Wash. U. T ourn. TBA
16 Greenville College 7 p.m.
18 Westminister College 7 p.m.
23 Principia College 7 p.m.
24 Maryville College 7 p.m.
25 Blackburn College 7 p.m.
27 SIU Tri Match 7,8 & 9 p.m.
30 MacMurray College 7 :30 p.m.

All home games played at
Concordia Fieldhouse

Cross Country
September
7 Lindenwood
14 SIU-Edwardsville
21 Principia
28 Missouri University

October
5 SIU-Carbondale
12 Washington University
19 Westminster
26 Open(TBA)

November
2 Westminster Conference
90pen(TBA)
16 Regional (Oshkosh)
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